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Transition Window Film

…………DEALER…………..

Limited Warranty - Terms & Conditions
TWF R80 / TWF R70 / TWF R70+ and TWF R75
"The film" refers to TWF R80 / TWF R70 / TWF R70+ and TWF R75 supplied by Transition Window Film Limited only

10 year limited warranty
In the unlikely situation that your film after correct installation should bubble, delaminate or crack
the film on that specific panel of glass will be replaced. This will be sent to the original warranty holder only. The
replacement film after reinstalling will continue its warranty date with the original batch warranty end date and not
continue further. This warranty covers the replacement of the film only and no other costs incurred for removal and
replacement or any damage caused by this.
The film must not be washed for the first 30 days after the final installation process.
Cleaning by use of a clean microfibre cloth, water and mild detergent only.
Any other process or chemical/products could damage the film.
Slight milkiness, small bubbles can be part of the natural adhesion process and can require
up to 60 days to disappear.
All films are interior application only. Do not attempt to apply on days where the glass is
exposed to temperatures of over 25 degrees centigrade or direct hot sunshine
or below 5 degrees centigrade.
The film must not be applied to glass if any of the below applies:

1. Tinted glass thicker than 6mm
2. Triple pane glass
3. Laminated glass
4. Marked, chipped or damaged glass
5. Window framing systems that are concrete, solid steel or solid alluminium
6. Textured glass
7. Wired glass.
8. Patterned glass
9. Glass with a frame with no seal around edge.
10. A property with a history of glass failure.
11. Vinyl lettering or paint applied to glass.
Transition Window Film Ltd hold no responsibility for any damage to glass after application of the film
if any of the above list has not been observed.

1. This warranty is non transferable from the original purchaser of the film.
2. This warranty only covers film applied to glass by an authorised window film operator.
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